Room in Your Heart
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he year 2020 has been a challenging one for
shelters due to COVID 19. Many of the shelters
closed their doors to the public for months. WAG
stayed open and worked out ways to take in as many
as we could and get them into new homes. We want to
thank our resourceful team of foster homes and vets for
their help and extra work under difficult conditions of
intake and showing pets.
Our annual Room in Your Heart flyer is used as an
adoption flyer. We don’t put animals in the program
lightly, and, once they are in, it is our goal that they are
adopted before next year’s flyer comes out.

All ten of last year’s RIYH pets
were placed in the past 12 months.
Regardless of how long it takes, we will keep looking
for a permanent home for all of our pets. We feel
lucky to have so many caring supporters who allow us
to keep our animals until suitable homes are found.
We couldn’t do this without your generosity! Your
donations are crucial and very much appreciated, and
we hope you will continue your support so we can
help more animals.

Home At Last
MICA
Mica has found his
happy life but they
are going to have to
find a bigger sink.

SAVANNAH
She came in as an
unwanted older pet.
She now has a smile on
all the time because she
is so happy and loved.

COLT
Colt is a Big
Chocolate Lab whose
new Dad calls him
“The Buick.” He is a
wonderful companion
dog on walks in the
woods or just hanging
out at home.

EDDIE
This charming,
handsome exotic
short hair has a
real presence and
personality.

More pictures of all of the animals in this flyer, as well as all of the animals WAG has for adoption, can be found
on our Petfinder page: www.wearewag.petfinder.com and our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/wearewag.

MOONLIGHT
A darling sweet girl but not a social butterfly. She prefers
a home where she is the only pet and can have an easygoing lifestyle and a lap to lie on. She wants a home
where things are low stress for her reserved personality.
LIBBY
A mixed breed about 16 pounds. She is very social
and goes to day care once or twice a week. She is
professionally trained and is looking for a home that
can give her time and attention. She shines when
people show her love.
Libby rides well in the
car; likes walks in the
woods or just around
the neighborhood.
She is all about a
good time.

EMMA ROSE
This Maine Coon has the reddish tiger coat prized by
Maine Coon lovers. She is about three and is such
a sweet soul. She is easy going and wants to play; a
happy personality who seeks attention.

PORSCHE
She is a lovely
affectionate Birman
cat. Her blue eyes
and four white paws
make this kitty even
more charming. She
loves to cuddle and
purr. She is active
with her toys and
seeks out any
sunny window.

More pictures of all of the animals in this flyer, as well as all of the animals WAG has for adoption, can be found
on our Petfinder page: www.wearewag.petfinder.com and our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/wearewag.

FOSTER HELP
All the WAG pets available for adoption are in foster homes;
it is an integral part of our operation as a shelter.
Foster care provides a temporary home until the right
adopter can be found. It makes a big difference for the
pets, and for the success of adoption as well. Fostering
allows WAG to learn the personality traits of each
pet and how they
behave in a home
setting, which
provides important
information to
adopters and
helps make the
best choice for a
permanent home.
Many animals
come into rescue
BEAR
confused and
This affectionate boy with
very frightened.
double paws and wonderful
Others just have
green eyes wants a home
no idea what has
where he is the only pet.
happened to them.

WAG provides
the supplies and
medical care; the
foster supplies the
love and attention.
WAG has had
much success with
those fosters who
are retired, work
BIRDIE
from home, or have
This six-month-old Maine
the ability to be
Coon mix is a darling party
around during the
girl. Loves toys and windows
day. Homes with
to watch the birds outside.
young children are
typically not the
best option for rescued pets. They need a place to
feel calm with an ordered life.
Please contact WAG if you would like to find out
more about being a foster. Call 603-529-5443 or
email us at wearewag@gsinet.net

What are signs that your pet needs to have immediate veterinary attention?
• When cats make frequent trips to the litter box; straining or no urine output in male cats
• Labored breathing:
– Cats breathing through their mouth when at rest
– Dogs breathing like they just ran miles while lying on their side and their chest is heaving
• Persistent vomiting: May be problems in the gastrointestinal system due obstruction or foreign object,
kidney disease, allergy to food
• Seizures
• Staggering or stumbling: Indications of ear infections or metabolic problem
• Bleeding, such as blood in urine or stool, spots of blood on furniture or bedding, or a cut that
continues to bleed
• Non-weight bearing lameness or limping: could be a fracture, dislocation, or torn ligament

Please donate as generously as you can so we can continue to help the animals in need in our community.

HELP US TO CARE FOR AND PLACE THESE FOUR-LEGGED FRIENDS.
WAG IS ALL-VOLUNTEER, SO ALL DONATIONS GO DIRECTLY TO ANIMAL CARE.

Over the Rainbow Bridge
KENYA
A sweet and loving Golden.
Her favorite command was
“Road trip.”

TEDDY
A rare male Calico who
never met a stranger

PIXEL
A Terrier through and
through who was very
much loved by her family.

OUR MISSION
Founded in 1996, WAG is an all-volunteer rescue
and adoption organization based in central New
Hampshire. We are dedicated to providing humane
care and shelter for abandoned, abused, and unwanted
animals; finding them suitable homes and increasing
public awareness of responsible pet ownership.

Making a Difference, One Animal at a Time

While we work hard to make each placement permanent, we know that things can change in
people’s lives. WAG will take back any pet without question, regardless of how long the pet has
been in the adoptive home. We are here for an animal’s entire life—no matter what.
The color printing of this document was made possible thanks to a generous in-kind donation from our printer.
Design and production provided by Tricia Miller, MillerWorks.
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